We prove here, among other results, that if A is a Mori domain containing an uncountable field, then any polynomial ring over A is Mori. The Mori property of a domain is determined by its maxima! ideals. We use extensively a known characterization of Mori domains in terms of the chain condition on annihilators.
We recall that a localization of a Mori domain is Mori. More generally, if B is a generalized quotient ring of a Mori domain A with respect to a multiplicative sys-tem&J of ideals in A, then B is Mori [19, $3 Cor. l] (Proof: Let K be the quotient field of A and so also of B. Assume that B is not Mori and let X, E K, b, E B such that xnbi E B for 1 I i<n and x,,b, $ B for all n. For any n, there exists an ideal J, in $ such that J,b, CA. For all 1 li<n, there exists an ideal Z,,i in $ such that In,;XnbiLA. Let I,=]]::; Z,,; for nr2.
We have: Z,,J,x,b,gA for all n22. Let c,EZ,~, d,e.Z, such that c,,d,,x,b,,$A (nr2). We have: d,,b,EA for all ~22, (c,x,)(d, bi) E A for 1 I i< n and (c,x,)(d,b,) $ A for all n 12. This contradicts the Mori property of A).
The chain condition on annihilators
Let R be a ring. An ideal Z of R is called an annihilator if there exists a nonempty subset S of R' such that I= (0 : S), "A" {r E R: rs = 0 for all s in S}. The ring R has the descending chain condition on annihilators if any descending chain of annihilators I, > Z2 2 ... stabilizes (see e.g. [7] and [13, Ch. 4, 5] for this condition).
It is immediate that the descending chain condition on annihilators and the ascending chain condition on annihilators are equivalent. We shall denote this condition by CC'. Let Z#A be an ideal in a domain A, a#0 an element of I. Then Z is divisorial u Z/As is an annihilator in the ring A/As. Proof. '3'. Let I= (a : S),, where K is the quotient field of A and 0# SC, K'. Then I= (A : S), = (Aa : Sa), and Sac A (because a E (A : S),), so T= Z/As is the annihilator of the set Sa in the ring A =A/Aa. '='. Let Z=(Aa:S),, where 0#ScA'. Then Z=Ann,,,Aaspl, so Z is divisorial. q It follows from Lemma 2.1 that if Z is an ideal in a domain A with 1 # 0 and a is any nonzero element of I, then Z is maximal divisorial in A if and only if Z/As is a maximal annihilator in the ring A/As. (A maximal divisorial ideal means an ideal which is maximal among all the divisorial ideals distinct from A).
If I= (0 : S), is a maximal annihilator in a ring R, then I= (0 : s)~ for any s#O in S. Therefore, if Z is a maximal divisorial ideal in a domain A with 120 and a is any nonzero element of I, then Z is of the form I= (Aa : b)A = A II A(a/b), where b E A' (cf. 18, ). The following theorem is known: Theorem 2.2. Let A be a domain. Then A is Mori * for any a#0 in A, the ring A/As has CC'.
Proof. If Z,CZ2C.=. is a chain of ideals in A different from A, 0 #a E II, then by Lemma 2.1, for any n, Z, is divisorial if and only if Z,/Aa is an annihilator in the ring A/Au, so the theorem follows. 0
Using Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, we can derive some results on the Mori property. For example, as the two chain conditions on annihilators are equivalent, we see that a domain is Mori if and only if any descending chain of integral divisorial ideals with nonzero intersection stabilizes [21, I, Thm. 11 .
If R is a ring with CCL and Z is an annihilator in R, then R/Z also has CC' [ 13, Lemma 5.31 . Therefore, if A is a Mori domain and Z is a divisorial ideal in A, then the ring A/Z has CC'. Indeed, if a is a nonzero element of I, then A/Z= (A/Aa)/(Z/Aa), so the assertion follows from Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2.
In a ring with CC', any prime annihilator is of the form (0 : T)~ with I E R', so if P is a prime divisorial ideal in a Mori domain A with 1 #O and O#a E P, then P is of the form P= A f~ A(a/b) for some b E A' (cf. [22, II, Thm. 11).
In a ring with 1 #0 and with CC, there are finitely many prime ideals minimal over a given annihilator and any such prime ideal is an annihilator. Furthermore, any annihilator contains a power of its radical [13, Lemma 5.3 and Thm. 5.11. It follows that similar assertions hold for Mori domains with 1 #O; e.g. the radical of a divisorial ideal is a finite intersection of prime ideals which are divisorial. Moreover, a divisorial ideal contains a power of its radical [21, I, Thm. 51 . Any prime ideal minimal over a divisorial ideal is divisorial. In particular a prime ideal minimal over a principal ideal is divisorial [22, II, Thm. 11.
In any ring with 1 # 0, a maximal annihilator is prime. In a ring with CCL there are finitely many maximal annihilators.
It follows that in any domain with 1 #O, a maximal divisorial ideal is prime [5, Prop. (2.1)]. It follows also that if A is a Mori domain with l#O, then any nonzero element of A is contained in finitely many maximal divisorial ideals and so the family {A p: P maximal divisorial in A} has a finite character [5, 8] . We recall that a family of domains with 1 #O, {Aw}wER, contained in a given field has a finite character if any nonzero element in nwER A, is invertible in A, for all but finitely many ~EQ.
Furthermore, we recall that A = n {A,: P maximal divisorial} [5, 8] . If aE R andfor anys ES there is m =m(a,s) such that ams = 0, then akS = 0.
Proof. As R has CC', there exists kr0 such that (m))" c (0 : S). Let a E R such that am(a,s)s= 0 for s E S. There exists a finite subset F of S such that (0 : S) = (0: F). Let (1) Let S be a nonempty subset of A and c an element of A'. There exists k> 0 with the following property: if a E A and for any s E S there is m = m(a, s) such that c 1 a"'s, then c 1 aks for all s E S.
(2) Let S be a nonempty subset of K (the quotient field of A). Then there exists kz0 such that if aeA and a"ScA for some n, then akScA.
Proof. (1) The ring A/AC has CC, so (1) follows from Proposition 2.4.
(2) We may assume that there exist CE A' such that cS c A. By (1) there exists kr 0 such that if a E A and @(SC) c AC for some n (that is c 1 ant for any 6 in SC), then ak(Sc) c AC, thus akS c A and (2) (2) Any annihilator in T is contained in an annihilator which comes from R of the form (0 : c)~, where c E R'.
(3) Any maximal annihilator in T comes from R and so it is of the form (0 : cjT for some c E R'.
(4) Any intersection of maximal annihilators in T is an annihilator which comes from R.
, we see that it is enough to prove (1) for X finite and by induction we reduce to the case of one indeterminate, X. We imitate the proof in [25] . Let gf 0 be a polynomial of minimal degree in R [X] such that gS = 0. Let g = Cy=, g;X', where g; E R and g, #O. We claim that g,,,S=O. If g,,,SfO, let f(x)=CT=,f,XjES, (fj~R) such that g,,,ffO. We have for some O<jl k: g,f, # 0, so &j # 0. Let r-2 0 be maximal such that gf,# 0. We have g(CJ=,fjXi)=O, that is (C~=ogiX')(Cs,of,Xi)=O, so g&=0. We have: deg(f,g)<deg(g) and (f,g)S= 0. From the minimality of deg(g) it follows that f,g=O, contradiction.
Thus g,,,S= 0, as claimed. We conclude: m =O, ge R'. We now consider the case T= R [[X] ]. As in the polynomial case, we reduce to the case of one indeterminate, X. Let g # 0 be in R [ [Xl] such that gS = 0. Let a E R' such that the annihilator (0: a), is maximal in the set ((0 : r)R: rE R' and rg#O} (this set is not empty because (0) = (0 : l)R belongs to it). Assume that agc&S) #0 and let feS such that agcR(f)#O. Let f=C,"=, fmXm, g=C,"=-,g,X*, where f,, g, are in R. Let k be minimal such that agkfO, so a(C,"=, g,Xm)f =O. Let j be minimal such that agA#O, so a(zE=, g,,,X")(C,"zj f,Xm) =O. We have agk fj = 0. Thus, (aJ;)g f 0, (afj)gk = 0, agk # 0 and so (0 : a) 5 (0 : afj>, contradicting the maximality of (0 : a)R. We conclude: agcR(S) = 0. Let d E R ' be a coefficient of g such that ad # 0. Define c = ad, so c E R', CS = 0.
(2) Let Z= (0 : X),, where SC T'. Let s#O in S. Then sZ=O, so by (l), BcER', cZ=O, thus IL (0 : c),. 
As for the assertion that Y+ X is a zero-divisor, clearly, (P+X)(cp"', (-l)"Z,X")=O. Now, Cp"=e (-l)"Z,X"#O, because Z,#O: If Z,,=O in R, then ZEI in T. Let @ be the homomorphism
which sends V to 0. Then @(Z)E@(~), so in where gi,fj are in U. We have: gd+'fi = 0 for all i, j. If CE R is a coefficient of g, then c is a coefficient of gi for some i and so cd+' is a coefficient of gd+'. As degA< d for all j, we have by the inductive assumption:
(c~+')(~'~)"~'~ =0 for all j, thus c (a+ i"'f= 0. q A radical annihilator is an annihilator which is a radical ideal. Similarly for divisorial ideals.
Theorem 3.4. Let R be a ring, T a polynomial ring over R, I an annihilator in T. Then the annihilator I comes from R under each of the following assumptions:
(1) R is reduced.
(2) I is radical and it is the annihilator of a set of polynomials in T= R[X] of bounded total degrees.
(3) I is radical and it is the annihilator of a finite set of polynomials in T.
(4) I is radical and R has CCL. 
. Let R be a ring, T a power series ring over R and I an annihilator in T. Then the annihilator I of T comes from R under each of the foIlowing assumptions:
(2) R has CC' and I is radical.
Proof.
(1) See the proof of Theorem 3.4(l) above. ) is a radical annihilator in U. By the inductive assumption we obtain that g, E Zn U, so g,S=O, g,EZand (CEr giX')m(g,S)s=O f or any s E S. By induction on i we obtain that gj l Zrl U for all i. From our inductive assumption on n it follows also that cR(gi) C_ Z n U for all i, thus CR(g) c Z and this proves our assertion.
From the assertion it follows that cR(Z) & I, thus the annihilator Z comes from R. In the general case, if g EZ, then gE R[Y] for some finite subset Y of X and so, by the previous part of the proof, CR(g) cZ. We conclude that the annihilator Z Proof. Let K and K, be the quotient fields of A and A, (w E Q) respectively.
Let K(X) be the quotient field of K[X] (in fact K(X) = K(X)).
The family {A,(X) n K(X)),,, has a finite character: indeed we can represent a nonzero element u of n wEn M&U nK(X)) as u = f/g, where f and g are nonzero elements in A[X].
Let a be a nonzero coefficient off. Then u is invertible in A,(X) n K(X) for all o E Q such that a is invertible in A,. This proves the finite character of the family {A,(X) n K(X)},,,.
It follows that n,,, (A,(X) fl K(X)) is Mori. We have by is Mori for any P as above, were obtained independently in La.
Theorem 3.15 (cf. Theorem 3.10 above). Let A be a Mori domain such that A/P is uncountable for every maximal divisorial ideal P of A (this holds if A contains an uncountable field). Then any polynomial ring over A is Mori.
Proof. It is enough to show that Ar[X] is Mori for any maximal divisorial ideal P of A. We have: A,/PA, is the quotient field of A/P, so it is uncountable. (g,f,)(c,Y2,...)EA[X]}.
By Lemma 3.8 and Corollary 3.9 (Corollary 3.9 for the A[X]-modules M= K[X] and N=A[X]), we see that C,, is finite. Therefore there exists cl in A\ U,,,, C,. The question if the Mori property is preserved by polynomial extensions [23] is still open. It is not preserved by power series ring extensions, as shown in the second part of this paper.
above and the remarks after it). Let A be a domain, K the quotient field of A. Assume that there exists a Mori domain B containing A such that B n K = A and B/P is uncountable for every maximal divisorial ideal P of B. Then any polynomial extension of A is

Semigroups of divisibility and semivaluations
Definitions.
A Mori semigroup is a partially ordered abelian semigroup S (with 0) which satisfies the following condition:
For any sequence s,,s2, . (1) A is Mori.
S(A) is strongly Mori. (4) A is the semivaluation ring of a Mori semivaluation on K.
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, we have: (1) o (2) * (4). Condition (3) means by definition that for any sequence of elements ai in A' (iz 0) there exists n such that if a E A', aai E Aa, for 1 I i 5 n, then aai E Aa, for all i. But for given a0 this is equivalent to the CC' in A/As, and so (1) e (3). q
Trivially, for any domain A, the semigroup S(A) is Mori (~10 for all SE S(A), in other words, A is Mori in A), but if A is not Mori, then S(A) is not strongly Mori.
Clearly, a Mori subsemigroup of a (strongly) Mori semigroup is (strongly) Mori. It is easy to show that a direct sum of (strongly) Mori semigroups is (strongly) Mori.
If A = nsEA A6 is an intersection with finite character of domains, then it is easily proved that the embeddings Qs : A 4 A, (6 EA) induce an embedding S(A) G. Ofi64 S(A,) , so if A, is Mori for all 6 Ed, then A is Mori [21, Thm. I, 21.
We now present further variants of Theorems 3.10, 3.11 and 3.15 above. We recall that if S and S' are partially ordered abelian semigroups and @ : S + S' is a group homomorphism, then I$ is called order preserving if for any s, t in S it holds that s< t in S * Q(s) I Q(t) in S'.
Proposition 4.3. Let S be a partially ordered abelian semigroup, A an uncountable set. Let Qs : S + S, (6 E A) be order preserving homomorphisms into (strongly) Mori semigroups S,. Assume for any s (for any s, t) in S: if there exists an un-countable subset A' of A such that @rg(s)z-O (G6(s)z @rs(t)) for 6 E A', then s?O (sr t). Then S is (strong/y) Mori.
Proof. We only treat the case that S, are Mori, the case of the strongly Mori property being similar. Assume that S is not Mori, so there exist s,, 1, in S (n = 1,2,. ..) such that s,, 2 0 for all n, t,, + si 10 for 1~ i< n, but it does not hold that t, + s, 2 0 (n=1,2, . ..). For any nil, let d,=={&~d: @&,+s,)rO}. By assumption, d, is a countable set, so there exists b Ed \ lJ,"=, d,. We have: @&,)2 0 for all n, GJ(t,) + @a ( 
Nagata's theorem
We have the following analogue of Nagata's theorem (see e.g. [24, Ch. III, $3, Thm. 51:
Theorem 5.1. Let A be a domain with ACC on principal ideals, S a multiplicative subset of A generated by prime elements. Then, A is Mori e As is Mori.
Proof. Assume that the multiplicative set S is generated by a subset Si of nonassociated prime elements in A. As A has ACC on principal ideals, any element a in A' has a unique representation of the form a=aO npES, pup@, where aoE A' is not divisible by any prime in S, o,(a) 2 0 for all p and u,(a) = 0 for all but finitely many p E SI. We have in A: a 1 b H a0 1 b. and u,,(a) 5 u,(b) for all p, where b. and u,(b) are defined as above.
We obtain an order isomorphism @ : G(A) 1 G(As)OZ'S1' by defining for a E A', @(au(A)) = (aWAs), w,) , where va : S1 + Z is the function v,(p) = o,(a) in Z?). The order on Z!('l) is defined coordinatewise as usual. It follows that G(A) is Mori H G(As) is Mori. Thus, A is Mori * As is Mori. q
Of course the implication A is Mori u As is Mori, holds without any additional assumptions on A or on S. We recall from [lo, $44 , Exercise 111 that if a domain A has ACC on principal ideals, S is a multiplicative subset of A generated by prime elements, then As is completely integrally closed (Krull) * A is completely integrally closed (Krull).
We now prove the converse:
Proposition 5.2. Let A be a completely integrally closed domain with ACC on principal ideals, S a multiplicative subset of A generated by prime elements. Then As is completely integrally closed.
Proof. Let K be the quotient field of A . Let d#O in A,, XE K', x= a/b with a, b in A' and dx" E As for all n. We have to show that XEA,, so we may assume: d E A' and no prime in S divides b in A (indeed, we can represent b = bos, where b. is not divisible by any prime in S and s is a finite product of primes in S (an empty product is 1). Replace b by 6,). We have: ds,x" EA for all n, where s, is a finite product of prime elements in S, thus ds,a" = c,b" with c, E A. Any prime divisor of s, in A necessarily divides c,, so da" E Ab", dx" E A for all n, x E A. We conclude that As is completely integrally closed. 0
Recall that a domain is Krull if and only if it is Mori and completely integrally closed. By Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and [lo] , we conclude that if A is a domain with ACC on principal ideals, S a multiplicative subset of A generated by prime elements, then A is Krull H A, is Krull.
Example. Let F be a field, X and Y indeterminates over k, A = F[X, Y/Xn],,,. Let S be the multiplicative set generated by X, thus S= {X"},,,, . It is not difficult to show that X is prime in A, A is not completely integrally closed, (Y(l/X)" EA for all n, but l/X$A), A has not ACC on principal ideals, thus is not Mori, but A, =F [X, Y] , is a factorial noetherian regular domain, so is Mori, completely integrally closed and Krull.
It is well known that a localization of a completely integrally closed domain need not be completely integrally closed (see e.g. [14, Ex. 411 Let f be a monomial in A and g a monomial which occurs in u. If fg"" E A for n, < n2 < .+. , then for given ir 1, we have: 7;(f) +pnh T, (g) 2 0 for all k. Divide by p"" and let k + 03 to obtain: T;(g)rO.
Thus ge A, contradiction. It follows that for sufficiently large n, fg""$A for any monomials f, g which occur in U, o respectively.
Let u = C, a,g, where g are monomials and erg E F. We have vp" = C cr,P"gp", so any monomial that occurs in uvp" is of the form fgpn, where f and g are monomials which occur in u and v respectively, thus fgp" $A. It follows that uup" $ A, contradiction.
Thus A is completely integrally closed. We now prove that Zj are prime in A. For given j 2 1, let U, v be in A' such that Z, {u, Zj f u. We Let S be the multiplicative subset of A generated by Z,, Z,, . . . . We show that As is not completely integrally closed. Indeed, X/Y$As because for any positive k and r we have Tk+l((X/Y) n:zl Z/)=-l<O.
On the other hand, for any n>l, it is easy to check that (X '+'/Y")n;=, Z~EA, thus X"+'/Y"=X(X/Y)'%A,. [3] ). Let A be a domain with 1 #O. The following conditions are equivalent:
Maximal ideals
(1) A is Mori.
(2) Any prime ideal of A is Mori.
(
3) Any finite intersection of prime ideals of A is Mori. (4) Any maximal ideal of A is Mori.
(1) # (2). Let P#O be a prime ideal of A. Assume that P is not Mori and let aiEP, X,EK (the quotient field of A and thus of P) be such that x,,aj EP for lIi<n,butx,a,$Pforalln.AsAisMori,~n,suchthatx,a,EAforn2n,.For all n2n,, we have x,a,,B P, so x,,a, is invertible in A,. For n,,si<n, we have x,a; E P, so Apx,,ajsAp  =Apx,,an,  thus A,a;zA,a,, .
If we have an infinite  sequence xn,a,,, $P (n,<n, <n2< -e.) , we obtain Apan, sApa_ ... , thus contradicting the ACC on principal ideals in Ap, which is a consequence of the Mori property of Ap. It follows that for sufficiently large n: x,a, E P, so P is Mori. (2) H (3). A finite intersection of Mori domains is Mori. (3) # (4). Obvious. (4) es (1). First consider the case that A is quasilocal. Let M be its maximal ideal. If a,EA (nzl) and Aa,zAa2$..., let a,=b,a,+I, b,,eA. As Aa,sAa,+,, we obtain 6, EM, so a, EM~,+~ \Ma, (n 2 l), thus Ma, sMa,C, -se, contradicting the ACC on principal ideals in M. It follows that A has ACC on principal ideals. Assume now that A is not Mori, so there exist ai E A', x, E K' such that ~,,a; EA for lli<n,
x,a,&A for all n. If for some n22 and lri<n, we have x,a,$M, then x,a; is invertible in A, so for llj<n we have: aj/ ai =(x,,a,)/(x,a;) ~A, hence ES:: Aaj = Aai. Assume that there exist integers 25 n, < n2< e-f and 1~ i, < n, <  i,<n,<.--, such that x,,aik $ M for all k2 1, then Aa, = CrkT1 Aaj, for all k 5 1. Hence, Aa;, cAaizC .... If i<j and AaiCAaj, we have: T,a,EA, x,a;eA, so Axja,#Axjaj, Aai#Aaj and AaisAaj. It follows that Aai,sAaj,s-.. , contradicting the ACC on principal ideals in A, which was proved above. Hence, there are no integers nj, ij as above. Therefore there is i0 such that x,a; EM for n > ir iO.
As M is Mori, we have: x,,a, EM for n%O. We conclude that A is Mori. Assume now that A is not quasilocal, so there is an element m in A' such that m and 1 + m are not invertible in A. Assume that ai E A, x, E K, x,a; E A for 1~ i< n andx,,a,$A for all n. For anyn, asx,,a,$A, we have: mx,,a,$A or (l+m)x,a,$ A, so for one of the elements m, 1+ m, say, m, we have mx,a, $ A for infinitely many n's: nl<n2<-.. . Let M be a maximal ideal containing m. Then, x,,(ma,,) EM for 1~ i< k, but x,Jma,,)$ A for all k, thus contradicting the Mori property ofM. 0 Theorem 6.2 shows that the Mori property of a domain with 1 #O is determined by its maximal ideals, more precisely, if A is a domain with 1 # 0 such that any maximal ideal of A is isomorphic as a ring to a prime ideal in some Mori domain with 1~0, then A is Mori (a similar remark holds for the CC'). In particular, we obtain Barucci's theorem 131: if A and B are domains contained in a domain with 1 +O, 1 E A f~ B and A and B have the same prime ideals, then A is Mori * B is Mori. We do not assume here any containment relation between A and B. As shown in the second part of this paper, a radical ideal in a Mori domain with 1 #O is Mori if and only if it is a finite intersection of prime ideals. Proposition 6.3. Let P+ 0 be a Mori domain (not necessarily with unit), K its quotient field. Then (P : P)K is a Mori domain with 1 # 0.
Proof. Assume that (P : P)K is not Mori, so let x,, E K, a,, E (P : P)K such that x,a; E (P:P),for lli<n,butx,a,$(P:P),foralln. Wehave:Px,,a,$ZPforalln.Let p,eP (nzl) such that p,,x,a,@P. As a,E(P:P)K, we have p,,a,,EP (nzl).
We have: x,(p;a;) E P for 15 i<n because x,ai E (P: P)K but x,(p,,a,) $ P for all n, thus contradicting the Mori property of P. 0 By Theorem 6.2, if P is a finite intersection of prime ideals in a Mori domain with 1 #O and quotient field K, then P is Mori, so by Proposition 6.3, (P: PIK is Mori (see also [22, p. 111 and [4, Cor. 111 ).
We recall from [lo] , that a domain A is called root-closed if xn EA * XEA for any n zz 1 and x in the quotient field of A. Any integrally closed domain is rootclosed. Then beA, because
